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Abstract: 

Chris Hawes had a lively fascination for the immensely complex organization of the endomembrane 

system, including the process of endocytosis. This is the method by which eukaryotic cells internalise 

membrane proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and cell wall enzymes from the cell surface through 

membrane bound vesicles. Endocytosis occurs progressively, starting with early membrane 

deformation, scission, and finally the release of the vesicle into the cytoplasm. Next to secretion, 

endocytosis allows the cell to control the proteome composition of its inner and outer surface 

membrane and as such, its communication with the outside world. Whereas endocytosis was initially 

considered theoretically impossible in plants due to their high turgor pressure, it is now established 

as essential for plant life. Furthermore, endocytosis remains a highly active field of research, both in 

yeast, animal, and plant model systems. Over the past three decades, the tools and techniques used 

to visualise, quantify, and characterise endocytosis have resulted in an increasingly higher 

spatiotemporal understanding of this process. Here we provide a brief history of plant endocytosis 

research from the time when Chris Hawes was investigating the process, to the current state-of-the-
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art in the field. We will end this chapter with a discussion on some promising future developments 

for plant endocytosis research. <PE-FRONTEND>   
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A brief history of endocytosis in plants 

Chris Hawes had an intense fascination for understanding the intracellular organisation of a cell.  

Specifically, Chris was intrigued by the immensely complex organization of the endomembrane 

system, which covers the anterograde trafficking pathways from the endoplasmic reticulum to the 

Golgi apparatus, to the trans-Golgi network and to the plasma membrane, as well as the retrograde 

transport route, which recycles material from the Golgi apparatus back to the endoplasmic 

reticulum. Moreover, he also studied the endocytic pathway, which involves the delivery of material 

from the cell surface via endosomes and multi-vesicular bodies to the lytic vacuole. He approached 

his endomembrane research questions largely through imaging, and was very much interested in 

endocytosis, a process on which he co-authored a book1. Endocytosis is the process by which 

eukaryotic cells internalise extracellular molecules and parts of their plasma membrane through the 

formation of endocytic vesicles. This allows cells to regulate the turnover of plasma membrane 

proteins (cargos), including cell wall enzymes, receptors, and transporters. Endocytosis is 

progressive, starting with membrane bending leading to the formation of an invagination, to 

scission, which releases the internalized vesicle into the cytoplasm (Figure 1a).  

Of the different endocytic mechanisms, clathrin-mediated endocytosis is the most prominent 

pathway2–4. Clathrin-independent pathways are also present, but do not contribute significantly to 

endocytic flux2.  Clathrin-dependent endocytosis was the focus of Chris’ work during the late 1980s 

when he was affiliated to the Plant Sciences Department of the University of Oxford. During this 

time, Chris investigated plant clathrin-coated vesicle formation and the endocytic internalisation of 

macromolecules, using both electron and fluorescence microscopy5 (Figure 1b and 1c).  

To this day, endocytosis remains a highly studied field of research, both in yeast, animal and plant 

model systems. Over the past three decades, there has been a gradual improvement in the tools and 

techniques used to visualise, quantify and characterise endocytosis in increasingly higher 

spatiotemporal resolution. Here we provide a brief history of plant endocytosis research from the 

time when Chris Hawes was investigating the process, to the current state-of-the-art in the field. We 

will end this chapter with a discussion on some promising future developments for plant endocytosis 

research.   

The turgor pressure issue 

While it is now taken for granted that endocytosis is an essential process in plants, with a key 

function in diverse processes ranging from nutrient uptake and receptor-mediated signalling, to 

polarity establishment, it was for a long time considered theoretically impossible in plants due to the 
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high turgor pressure they maintain6. Early work based on theoretical modelling comparing plant to 

animal cells suggested that endocytosis could not occur in plant cells because the energy required to 

overcome turgor pressure was greater than could be supplied by the cell6.  Later, theoretical work by 

Dietrich Gradmann and David Robinson similarly argued that based on the known ATP requirements 

for clathrin-coated pit disassembly, endocytosis would only be possible in plant cells with relatively 

low turgor, such as root hairs7. Despite the theoretical exclusion of endocytosis in plant cells, various 

labs were nonetheless interested in its potential. Early work on endocytosis was also encouraged by 

older studies quantifying the secretory vesicle production in pollen8,9, and the fact that is was later 

revealed that endocytosis and secretion are balanced processes during pollen growth10. Recent work 

however points out that shutting down endocytosis in Arabidopsis root cells by preventing uncoating 

of internalized vesicles does allow secretion to continue and therefore forces an imbalance between 

both processes11.  

One important aspect of endocytosis is the selective uptake of cargo, such as the internalisation of 

transferrin by the transferrin receptor in animal cells12. However, the existence of the cell wall and 

lack of markers prevented similar approaches to investigate endocytosis in plants. Early work in the 

Robinson and Fowke laboratories showed that plant cells could internalise heavy metals such as 

ferritin or gold-conjugates13–16. Furthermore, clathrin-coated vesicles were identified at the plasma 

membrane in cell protoplasts using transmission electron microscopy (TEM)16, suggesting that plant 

cells in an isotonic environment could undergo clathrin-mediated endocytosis. These works provided 

some of the earliest evidence for endocytosis in plants, although they were not without criticism, 

which included the use of protoplasts rather than walled cells, and for using potentially toxic heavy 

metals. 

Not long after these studies were published, Chris Hawes and colleagues in Oxford and Dundee, who 

were similarly interested in endocytosis, had also been working on visualising clathrin-coated pits 

through electron microscopy approaches. Through an impressive visualisation method involving 

rapid freezing and deep etching, Hawes and colleagues were able to clearly identify clathrin-coated 

pits at and near the plasma membrane in carrot suspension cells (Figure 1b-1c)17,18. These images, 

which are still impressive to this day, provided some of the clearest evidence for the existence of 

plasma membrane-derived clathrin-coated vesicles in plants. Furthermore, in contrast to earlier 

theoretical work, a study from Michael Saxton and William Breidenbach at UC Davis proposed that 

receptor-mediated endocytosis was actually theoretically possible19. These data suggested that 

endocytosis was a functional process in plants and could occur using fundamentally similar endocytic 

machinery as described in animals and yeast20. 
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By the late 1980s and early 1990s many researchers were convinced that endocytosis was a real 

process in plant cells.  Patch clamp experiments in the 1990s also revealed unitary measurements of 

exo- and endocytosis in plants, similar to what had been shown in other systems21,22. However, at 

this time clear physiological evidence showing the selective uptake of cargo in plant cells had still not 

been attained23. In the following decades, further evidence began to emerge irrevocably 

demonstrating clathrin-mediated endocytosis in plants, largely aided by advances in confocal 

microscopy and live-cell imaging. The introduction of amphiphilic styryl dyes, which were shown to 

mark membrane internalisation in a temperature-dependent manner, made a compelling case24,25. 

Important evidence also came from work in visualising the pattern recognition receptor FLS2, 

revealing that it undergoes selective internalization and degradation via endocytosis upon 

stimulation with the bacterial flagellin epitope flg2226. Not long after, even more evidence came 

from detailed electron microscopy work depicting the formation and maturation of clathrin-coated 

pits at the plasma membrane in Arabidopsis thaliana cells (Figure 1a), and a role for clathrin-

mediated endocytosis in the internalization of the PIN auxin efflux carriers27. These, and many other 

works that followed, were crucial in the establishment of the endocytosis field in plant research.   

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis requires adaptor protein complexes 

Clathrin does not bind membranes directly3, nor does it recognize the cargo that needs to be 

internalized. This is achieved through multimeric protein complexes termed adaptor complexes. In 

addition to several monomeric adaptor complexes, the adaptor protein complex family consists of 5 

heterotetramers and functions to transport cargo from one cellular compartment to another28,29. 

One of those five complexes, adaptor protein complex 2 (AP-2) functions specifically at the plasma 

membrane30–35. Next to the heterotetrameric AP-2, there is yet another adaptor complex acting 

specifically in endocytosis at the plasma membrane. This complex is termed the TPLATE complex 

(TPC) after its founding member, which is recruited to the forming cell plate and to the plasma 

membrane region surrounding the cell plate insertion site, which appears as a “T” in a single-slice 

confocal image36. This novel adaptor complex was simultaneously discovered in plants37 and in slime 

molds, where it was termed, a bit tongue-in-cheek, TSET, referring to its founding member TPLATE, 

and further consisting of TSPOON, TCUP, TSAUCER and its two TTRAYS38.  

TPC/TSET is an evolutionary ancient adaptor complex which emerged in between the COPI complex, 

which functions in retrograde Golgi-to-ER transport, and the functional diversification of the five AP 

complexes38. Plants and slime molds have retained this complex, in contrast to yeast and animal 

cells. Plants however are the only kingdom where this complex is essential for life37,38, indicating that 
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the execution of clathrin-mediated endocytosis in plants occurs fundamentally different from the 

other model systems. Moreover, a novel degradation pathway was recently discovered in plants, 

operating between ER-PM contact sites and the vacuole, bypassing the TGN39. Two subunits of TPC 

(AtEH1/Pan1 and AtEH2/Pan1) play a key role in activating this pathway, and several other TPC and 

AP-2 subunits as well as clathrin are also implicated. How TPC and AP-2 work together, whether they 

possess separate roles or differential cargo recognition capacities, and whether this novel 

degradation pathway is causal to the evolutionary retention of TPC in plants are the subject of 

ongoing research. 

 

Current tools to study endocytosis in plants: dyes and drugs to visualise endocytosis 

In animal systems, Alexa-dye conjugated transferrin (Tf) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) serve as 

widely used readouts for endocytic internalization. In contrast, no similar tools are available to 

image endocytosis in live plant cells, although several receptors and corresponding fluorescently 

labelled ligands have been reported to work40,41. Consequently, by far the most widely used method 

to visualise and quantify endocytosis rates involves the use of the lipophilic dye FM4-64. FM4-64 

only fluoresces when bound to membranes and is readily internalised into root cells through 

endocytosis, allowing for an approximate visualization and quantification of endocytic flux  (Figure 

1f)37,42,43. Over long-term incubations (10-60 minutes), FM4-64 labels the trans-Golgi network/early 

endosome (TGN/EE), multi-vesicular bodies/late endosome (MVB/LE), and eventually the tonoplast, 

thus revealing the entire endocytic pathway. Importantly, it was initially also through FM4-64 uptake 

experiments in the Schumacher lab that the plant TGN was discovered to also act as an early 

endosome44, representing a hub where both the endocytic and secretory pathways converge45.  

Another popular method to visualise endocytosis is through the reversible vesicle trafficking 

inhibitor and fungal toxin brefeldin A (BFA). BFA targets the Sec7 domain in a subclass of ARF-GEFs 

to disrupt secretion and/or recycling to the plasma membrane46,47. Treatment with BFA causes the 

accumulation of proteins into an enlarged compartment known as a BFA body, which is composed of 

TGN/EE and derived vesicles48–50. Interestingly, mutations in the tethering complex TRAPIII can 

abolish BFA response completely, suggesting a regulatory endosomal function for this complex51,52. 

As BFA does not strongly inhibit endocytosis, it can be used to accumulate and trap endocytosed 

membrane proteins. This method has been widely employed in the plant field as a simple method to 

assess and quantify dynamics of cargo internalisation and secretion or recycling after BFA washout 

50,53–57. Use of BFA is not without criticism, and potential concerns were raised by Chris Hawes and 
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colleagues about its tissue-specific effects58. However, due to the convergence of endocytosis and 

secretion in the TGN/EE, BFA is one of the only tools that plant scientists can use to investigate 

protein secretion/recycling following endocytosis.  

Live-cell visualization of endocytic internalization 

One of the major challenges in visualising endocytosis with traditional point-scanning confocal 

systems is the limited resolution in the z-axis, which results in relatively poor signal-to-noise ratios 

when imaging at high speeds. An important technique to overcome these limitations is the use of 

total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM). In this technique the laser light is reflected 

on the cover slip at a super-critical angle (65–67°), thereby creating a thin evanescent wave that 

allows selective excitation, and therefore selective imaging, of events at or close to the plasma 

membrane59. As plant cells have a primary cell wall separating the plasma membrane from the cover 

slip by more than 100 nm, often a greater penetration depth is needed to clearly image plasma 

membrane dynamics. Changing the incidence angle of the laser light to sub-critical (59–61°), allows 

greater penetration depth into the cell which provides improved fluorescent signal60–62. Using TIRFM 

with sub-critical incident angles has also been referred to as variable-angle epifluorescence 

microscopy (VAEM). 

First popularised by the Bednarek laboratory for use in plants63, TIRFM/VAEM have been effective 

techniques for visualising the formation and budding of clathrin-coated vesicles from the plasma 

membrane64–66. Next to TIRFM/VAEM, spinning disc confocal microscopy is also often used to image 

endocytic events at the plasma membrane, especially if the proteins that are visualized are 

exclusively localized at the membrane37. Both TIRF and spinning disk microscopy are enabled by very 

fast and high sensitivity EMCCD and CMOS cameras. These techniques have been used to assess the 

timing of proteins during plant endocytosis60,67. For example, dual-color live-cell imaging, combined 

with kymograph visualization can easily discriminate early arriving (e.g. TPLATE) versus late arriving 

(DRP1A) endocytic players (Figure 1e). Very recently, the temporal resolution of endocytic spinning 

disc microscopy imaging in Arabidopsis was increased by lowering the temperature of the samples 

68. 

Further developments are focused on adapting quantitative analysis pipelines using automated 

tracking methods such as TrackMate69 and CmeAnalysis70 for plant endocytosis as was done for yeast 

and animal model systems. For example, with these and related tools researchers have been able to 

analyse clathrin-coated vesicle departure times in plants60,71, as well as to quantify membrane-
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protein dynamics in living plant cells using single-particle tracking72–74. Such analytical tools are 

increasingly necessary in order to quantitatively assess the spatiotemporal dynamics of endocytosis.  

Although confocal microscopy techniques to study endocytosis are now very popular in plants, the 

diffraction-limited nature of endocytic pits means that ultrastructural insight into plant endocytosis 

still has its place. Nevertheless, only very recently high resolution images of clathrin coated pits from 

‘unroofed’ Arabidopsis protoplasts were obtained (Figure 1d)71. This unroofing process was 

pioneered by John Heuser’s group  and allows a look into the inside of the plasma membrane75, and 

therefore can provide a unique view of clathrin-coated pits budding from the plasma membrane. 

Additional images can be found on the Heuser lab website 

(http://www.heuserlab.wustl.edu/images/galleries/classics/pages/17.shtml). Through their EM 

analysis, Narasimhan and colleagues report that clathrin-mediated endocytosis may follow a 

‘constant curvature’ model and does not require actin for functional endocytic pit progression, 

providing new insight into how endocytosis in plants differs from other model systems. It will be 

interesting to perform similar experiments in conditions where endocytosis is perturbed in order to 

provide new mechanistic insights about plant endocytosis. 

Future developments 

The rapid pace of improvements in live cell and super-resolution microscopy in the last decade has 

made future studies in endocytosis especially promising76. One technique with great potential is the 

combination of TIRFM and structured illumination microscopy (SIM) which enables live-cell super-

resolution imaging of clathrin-mediated endocytosis in animal cells77. Whether these techniques can 

be adapted for use in plants remains an open question and will likely require modifications such as 

adaptive optics to correct for refractive inhomogeneity inherent to plant samples. Overcoming 

issues such as autofluorescence and light scattering caused by cell walls remains challenging59, 

though the recent establishment of live super-resolution photo-activated localization microscopy 

(PALM) in plant cells suggests that these obstacles can indeed be overcome78.  

Alongside new microscopy advancements, the development of more advanced or newer tools and 

fluorescent labels to study endocytosis beyond traditional FM methods are sorely needed. The 

creation of a fluorescent chemical analogue of the ligand for BRI1 has been used to visualise the 

endocytosis and degradation of BRI140, nevertheless its widespread usage is limited by the high cost 

of production and its relatively weak fluorescent signal. Promising new developments include 

genetically encoded fluorogen based reporters, such as the fluorescence-activating and absorption-

http://www.heuserlab.wustl.edu/images/galleries/classics/pages/17.shtml
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shifting tag (FAST) which can bind exogenously applied fluorogenic chromophores79,80. Such 

reporters could allow for inducible and selective visualisation of endocytosis.  

Conclusions 

It is now evident that clathrin-mediated endocytosis does occur in plants and is essential to sustain 

plant development, yet a clear mechanistically and biophysical understanding of how plant cells 

undergo endocytosis in a high turgor environment is still unclear. The rapid development in areas 

such as super-resolution microscopy and live-cell imaging may provide some of the necessary tools 

and techniques to fully decipher this challenging question and to further explore the field of 

endocytosis research.   

While the majority of research on endocytosis has been undertaken in animal and yeast systems, 

discoveries in plants have begun to provide interesting insight into how complex membrane 

trafficking evolved in a broader evolutionarily context71,81,82. For example, new knowledge of how 

the evolutionarily ancient TPLATE complex functions may reveal key differences in the temporal and 

spatial co-ordination of endocytosis between plants and other kingdoms. 

We believe plant endocytosis remains a highly exciting area of research and are certain that Chris 

would strongly agree. 
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Figure legends: 

 

Figure 1: Visualizing endocytosis in plant cells. 

(A) Representative transmission electron microscope images of high-pressure frozen, freeze-substituted Arabidopsis root 

cells. The individual images show subsequent stages of clathrin coated-pit formation (red arrow). Finally, through scission, 

the vesicle is released into the cytoplasm where it loses its clathrin coat (yellow arrow). The scale bar represents 100 nm. 

Image adapted and reprinted with permission from 
27

. (B) Representative transmission electron microscopy image using 

conventional chemical fixation followed by dry cleaving. Cortical microtubules (MT) and coated pits (CP, red arrow) could 

be visualized this way. The scale bar represents 200nm. Image adapted and reprinted with permission from 
18

. (C) Scanning 

electron microscopy image of Clathrin-coated vesicles from the personal collection of Chris Hawes (unpublished material). 

The scale bar represents 200nm. (D) A representative scanning electron microscopy image of a metal replica of Arabidopsis 

protoplasts showing Clathrin-coated pits at the plasma membrane at varying stages of development. The scale bar 

represents 200 nm. Image courtesy of Madhumitha Narasimhan, Jiri Friml group, IST Austria. (E) Representative spinning 

disc dual color image (left) and corresponding kymograph (right) of an etiolated Arabidopsis hypocotyl cell expressing 

TPLATE-GFP (green) and DRP1A-mRFP (magenta). The kymograph visualizes the early arrival of TPLATE and the late arrival 

of DRP1a at the plasma membrane. The scale bar for the spinning disc image represents 5 µm. The scale bar for the 
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kymograph represents 20 µm. The time plotted in the kymograph totals 120 s. Image courtesy of Jie Wang, Daniel Van 

Damme group, PSB, Ghent, Belgium. (F) Representative images showing the use of the styryl dye FM4-64 to visualize 

inhibition of endocytosis. An estradiol-inducible silencing line to reduce the expression of a TPLATE complex subunit (amiR-

TML) is either mock treated (EtOH, left) or induced (estradiol, right). In the control condition, the FM-dye is internalized 

and reaches the early endosomes, whereas this is not the case upon estradiol-mediated silencing of TML. Scale bar is 10 

µm. Image adapted and reprinted with permission from 
37

. 


